HOLIDAY WEEK 1 2014
Schedule Effective:
Dec 19, 2014 - Dec 25, 2014

FRIDAY DEC 19, 2014

SATURDAY DEC 20, 2014

6:15 - 6:45
MS

Body Conditioning
George Dossas

8:45 - 9:45
MS

6:30 - 7:30
YS

Vinyasa Flow Yoga
Jessica Ray

9:00 - 10:00 * CrossCycle®
CS
Chris Gagnon

6:45 - 7:30
MS

Iron Tabata
George Dossas

9:45 - 10:30 Pilates Fusion
MS
Jennifer Phelan

7:00 - 7:50
TR

* Precision Running
Ali Baldassare

11:30 - 12:00 * Cycle 30
CS
Chris Gagnon

METCON3
Melissa Neault

Our newest Group Fitness programs are designed to help
you pick up your pace and get you moving. Check out our
newest treadmill training workout Precision Running
launching at select locations.

GROUP FITNESS MANAGER: Ali Baldassare
ali.baldassare@equinox.com

FRANKLIN ST.

SUNDAY DEC 21, 2014

MONDAY DEC 22, 2014

TUESDAY DEC 23, 2014

WEDNESDAY DEC 24, 2014 THURSDAY DEC 25, 2014

9:30 - 10:00 Tabata Cardio
MS
Nicholas Teti

5:45 - 6:45
YS

Power Yoga
Jessica Lopez

6:15 - 7:15
CS

* CrossCycle®
Chris Gagnon

6:30 - 7:15
CS

* Studio Cycling
Jennifer Smith

10:00 - 11:00 Alignment Flow Yoga
YS
Vito Politano

6:15 - 7:00
MS

Stacked!
Josh Fink

6:15 - 7:00
MS

Tabata
Ali Baldassare

6:45 - 7:30
MS

* Shockwave
Chris Gagnon

7:00 - 7:15
MS

Hard CORE Cuts
Lauren Hefez

11:30 - 12:00 Tabata Cardio
MS
Kristy DiScipio

9:45 - 11:00 Vinyasa Yoga
YS
Alyson Raymer

7:15 - 8:00
MS

Barre Burn
Lauren Hefez

10:15 - 11:15 * CrossCycle®
CS
Chris Gagnon

11:35 - 12:05 Pilates Bootcamp (L2)
YS
Nicole Burzdak

11:30 - 12:15 Pilates
YS
Megan Baxter

12:00 - 12:30 Stacked!
MS
Ali Baldassare

12:00 - 12:30 Max 30
MS
Maryanne Blake

12:00 - 12:45 * Shockwave
MS
Kristy DiScipio

12:15 - 1:00 * Studio Cycling
CS
Kristy DiScipio

12:15 - 1:00 * CrossCycle® Stripped
CS
Chris Gagnon

12:15 - 1:00 * Performance Cycling
CS
Richard Guptill

12:15 - 1:00 * Cycle Beats
CS
Ali Baldassare

12:30 - 1:15 * T.K.O. Circuit
BR
Cindy Sherwood

12:30 - 1:30 Vinyasa Flow Yoga
YS
Gale Gaicobbe

12:15 - 12:45 Pilates Bootcamp (L2)
YS
Nicole Burzdak

12:30 - 1:30 Vinyasa Flow Yoga
YS
Lauren KoenigPlonskier

12:30 - 1:30 Vinyasa Yoga
YS
Erica Bornstein

12:35 - 1:20 METCON3
MS
Maryanne Blake

12:45 - 1:45 Power Vinyasa Yoga
YS
Sarah Sturges

12:35 - 1:20 Barre Burn
MS
Ali Baldassare

12:50 - 1:40 * Precision Running
TR
Ali Baldassare

5:15 - 5:30
MS

Hard CORE Cuts
Antonio Aniello

5:15 - 5:30
MS

Hard CORE Cuts
Megan Baxter

5:15 - 5:30
MS

Ab Lab
Cindy Sherwood

5:30 - 6:15
MS

Power Sculpt
Antonio Aniello

5:30 - 6:15
CS

* Detox Cycle!
Chris Gagnon

5:30 - 6:15
CS

* Breathless: The Ride
Ali Baldassare

5:30 - 6:30
YS

Yoga Fundamentals
Ian Lemieux

5:30 - 6:30
MS

* Whipped!
Ali B & Michael R

5:30 - 6:15
MS

METCON3
Cindy Sherwood

5:30 - 6:45
YS

Power Vinyasa Yoga
Sarah Sturges

5:45 - 6:45
YS

6:30 - 7:30
CS

* CrossCycle®
Chris Gagnon

Vinyasa Yoga
Lauren KoenigPlonskier

6:35 - 7:20
MS

Pilates Fusion
Jennifer Phelan

6:30 - 7:15
MS

Tabata Cardio
Cindy Sherwood

CLASSES AND INSTRUCTORS ARE SUBJECT TO LAST MINUTE CHANGES

HOLIDAY WEEK 1 2014 - CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

FRANKLIN ST.
225 Franklin Street
Boston MA 02110
617.426.2140
equinox.com

BULLETIN BOARD
HOLIDAY CLUB HOURS:
Wednesday 12/24: 5:30am to
4:00pm
Thursday 12/25: Closed
CLASS SCHEDULE LEGEND
BOLD New Class, Instructor
or Time
*
Sign-up required
(available 30 min prior
to start of class)
CLASS LEVEL GUIDE
Unless otherwise indicated,
all levels are welcome

L1
L1/2
L2
L2/3
L3

Beginner
Beginner/Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate/Advanced
Advanced/Practiced

STUDIO KEY
CS Cycling Studio
BR Boxing Studio
MS Main Studio
YS
Yoga Studio
TR
Treadmill Area

AB LAB
Improve your core strength, balance and posture. A focused workout with cutting edge abdominal and lower back
exercises.

PILATES
An innovative system of mind-body exercise evolved from the principles of Joseph Pilates. Pilates teaches body
awareness & good posture while increasing core strength, flexibility, & mobility.

ALIGNMENT FLOW YOGA
The flowing structure of Ashtanga yoga, including sun salutations, standing poses, forward bends, twists, hip
openers, backbends, and inversions balanced between the power of breath and the freedom of health that evolves
from anatomical precision and alignment from Iyengar and Anusara Yoga.

PILATES BOOTCAMP
Intense mat sequences and variations of the Pilates exercises using different pieces of equipment. Are you ready
to take your Pilates experience to the next level? Give your existing Pilates routine a boost!

BARRE BURN
A total body workout that slims your hips, tightens your thighs, lifts your seat, & mobilizes your metabolism. Utilizing
ballet movements, intelligent isometrics, changes in rhythm, range of motion & progressive core training, your body
heals, tightens, strengthens so you look, feel and move better.
BODY CONDITIONING
Informed by the latest findings in exercise science and functional exercises, instructors focus on strengthening and
fine-tuning major muscle groups. This cutting-edge workout makes use of various equipment.
BREATHLESS: THE RIDE
Take your body, mind and heart out of its comfort zone and go breathless in this state of the art interval based ride.
This class is thoughtfully designed and expertly coached to increase your performance and transform your body.
Go big, go breathless and feel the difference.
CROSSCYCLE®
Get ready for a complete endurance, strength and conditioning program! Using the bike and hand weights, this
class takes you on and off the bike for an intense total body workout designed for endurance athletes and fitness
enthusiasts looking for the complete package all in one class.
CROSSCYCLE® STRIPPED
Similar to CrossCycle®, this class utilizes the bike and body weight for an intense on and off the bike total body
workout designed for fitness enthusiasts looking to get out of their comfort zone. Take yourself to the next level with
challenging drills that will leave you feeling the burn.
CYCLE 30
Double your results in half the time. 30 minutes of INTENSE Cycling Intervals where you pedal hard with zero
down time. We'll have you in and out in 30 minutes. Guaranteed.
CYCLE BEATS
Cycle to the Beat of the music. This challenging and high intensity class is a great cardiovascular workout and
experience. Cycling 'out-of-the-saddle' is an option for advanced cyclists.
DETOX CYCLE!
We know you work hard and PLAY harder-especially after the work week. Sweat out all the weekend naughty to
feel rejuvenated for the rest of the week! Short interval drills, power hills, and endurance thrills, all over a pumping
soundtrack, will set you up till the next weekend!
HARD CORE CUTS
Need to add the finishing touches to your strength and cardiovascular workouts? This class will strengthen your
core (abs, low back and more) and incorpoarate stretches for the whole body.
IRON TABATA
A dynamic conditioning kettlebells experience: 20 second bouts of high intensity training followed by 10 seconds of
rest x 8 = 4 minute intervals to increase athletic performance, boost VO2Max, & decrease body fat. The Tabata
Protocol is proven to physiologically transform your body.
MAX 30
A high-intensity 30-minute cardio CIRCUIT class designed to maximize your cardiovascular capacity and burn fat!
One stop shop!
METCON3
Meet your goals head on and fully amped in body and mind! Perfectly scripted, this high-intensity metabolic
conditioning workout taxes all 3 energy systems and acts like a fat-incinerator to ensure results that leave you fit
and motivated for the demands of your life.
PERFORMANCE CYCLING
Whether you are preparing for longer rides outdoors, a specific competitive event, or just want to up your fitness
level, this class is for you. Sample rides include: hill work, speed and sprint intervals, breathing/meditation
techniques and form/balance exercises.

PILATES FUSION
Series of exercises performed on a mat to complement different elements of pilates core and posture work focusing
on powerhouse strengthening exercises and increasing flexibility.
POWER SCULPT
An intense conditioning class utilizing various equipment such as weights, body bars and tubing to sculpt and
strengthen your body
POWER VINYASA YOGA
A dynamic, physically energizing form of yoga that is characterized by flowing sequences that are linked to the
breath.
POWER YOGA
Our most athletic vinyasa practice. A vigorous, dynamic, physically and spiritually energizing form of yoga that
sculpts, hones and tones every muscle in the body. Includes various elements of many different yoga styles.
PRECISION RUNNING
Our newest class leads you through efficient, precisely designed intervals on the treadmill to hit every muscle in
your body for the ultimate burn. You’ll increase your power and speed, and forever improve your run. Created by
David Siik for Equinox. Sign-up is required at the front desk. Make sure to bring your own headphones.
SHOCKWAVE
Extreme cross training at its best! This total body circuit challenge combines the Indo-Row machines for highintensity calorie burn with dynamic, functional exercises using ViPR, Body Bars, BOSUs and Kettlebells to sculpt
and transform the body! Max effort, and EXTREME results! Sign-up is required at the front desk.
STACKED!
Consider yourself stacked. Hit the body with a healthy dose of high density training. With Sandbells as your
medium, transform your body with 6 targeted movement complexes executed for 30 seconds each. Combine 2
Stacks with an active mobility warm up and a recovery stretch and your workout is DONE.
STUDIO CYCLING
A cardio workout on a stationary bike based on cycling principles. Classes are technique based and/or real terrain
based and focus on cadence, heart-rate zones, climbs & sprints that can make an unpredictable ride that is fun and
challenging.
T.K.O. CIRCUIT
A dynamic and high intensity boxing circuit comprised of cardio, punching and kicking drills with a focus on form
and technique.
TABATA
A courageous, daring, & dynamic conditioning experience: 20 second bouts of high intensity training followed by 10
seconds of rest x 8 = 4 minute intervals to increase athletic performance, boost VO2Max, & decrease body fat. The
Tabata Protocol is proven to physiologically transform your body.
TABATA CARDIO
Apply the Tabata Formula to Cardio Drills and Flowing Cardio for a sweaty results- guaranteed workout. 4 minute
Tabata intervals (8 rounds: 20 second high intensity training & 10 seconds active rest) between cardio sets. The
Tabata Protocol is proven to physiologically transform your body.
VINYASA FLOW YOGA
A vigorous, more athletic approach to yoga techniques characterized by flowing poses and sequences that are
linked to the breath.
VINYASA YOGA
A vigorous, more athletic approach to yoga techniques characterized by flowing poses and sequences that are
linked to the breath. Classes are diverse and sequencing will vary with instructor philosophy.

